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Address Verallia Saint-Gobain Emballage 
Saint Gobain Group 
18, avenue d´Alsace 
92096 La Défense Cedex

Country France

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
With its constant focus on quality and manufacturing excellence, Verallia has implemented best practices at all its manufacturing facilities, including
best-available technologies. With its flexible manufacturing facilities, Verallia can tailor the size of production runs based on customers’ forecasts.

Verallia is committed to a continuous improvement approach to constantly enhance packaging quality and food and beverage safety. Therefore, its
manufacturing facilities are equipped with inspection equipment that incorporates the latest technological advances.

Verallia adapts its industrial resources to changing customer requirements through its Operational Excellence program focused on four main areas:
innovation, production, investments and purchasing. This translates into greater manufacturing flexibility, allowing Verallia to offer customers an
extensive range of products tailored to their requirements, spanning from 2 oz sauce bottles to 15 L champagne bottles.
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